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The best-case scenario for Pakistan is to come to an
understanding (A)/ with the government of
Afghanistan that it won’t (B)/ in any way let its
territory to be used against Pakistan. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Only B
(3) Both A and C
(4) Only C
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Let
Make
Bid

Need not
Dare not
Had better

Help
Had rather
Rather than
Had rather
Would rather

Do everything but
Do nothing but

Bare
Infinitive

V1



One of the major things that the makers of the
show (A)/ would like us to believe is that many
contestants were there who have (B)/ already
known each other before the formation of
different groups. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Only C
(3) Both B and C
(4) Both A and B
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Each other – for two persons or things
One another – for more than two persons or things



We fill our lives with the stuffs hoping that (A)/
they will be the soul delight yet the stuffs can never
(B)/ satisfy our hunger and they can never make us
feel completed. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Only C
(3) Both B and C
(4) Both A and B
(5) No error

Correct Answer



At a stone’s throw
At one’s wit’s end
Out of harm’s way
The boat’s crew
The ship’s passengers
The train’s arrival/departure
The soul’s delight
The ocean’s roar
The sun’s rays
The earth’s creatures
Heart’s content
Heaven’s will

Apostrophe



In the recent years, the court has handed down
some (A)/ of the most influential rulings which
make legislators and holders (B)/ of public office
accountable for any kind of corruption. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Only C
(3) Both A and B
(4) Only B
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Anything
Anybody
Anyone
Nothing
Nobody
No one

That
Everything
Everybody
Everyone

All
Few
Little
Only
Same

Superlative
degree



Instead, our beloved principal was buried at the
Banani graveyard (A)/ amid the tight security
measures and neither of us (B)/ were even allowed
to see his grave and to offer prayers for his
departed soul. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Both B and C
(3) Both A and B
(4) Only C
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Neither of the
Either of the

Noun must be 
‘two’ in 

numbers



In today’s world where just about everything is
more convenient (A)/ and accessible, one needs
not wait anymore for gathering information about
(B)/ anything due to advances in technology across
almost all sectors. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Both B and C
(3) Only B
(4) Both A and B
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Need not
Dare not

He need not take a rest.
She dare not start the machine.

He needs to take a rest.
She dares to start the machine.



With the day of decision for a proposed set of rate
increases (A)/ less than that a week away, the
members say that they are looking forward to hear
from the public (B)/ and expect customers to take
time to study the issue. (C)

(1) Only A
(2) Both B and C
(3) Only B
(4) Both A and B
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Mind
Enjoy
Excuse
Dislike
Deny
Avoid

No use
Good use

Gerund

V1+ing

Admit
Stop
Start
Propose
Keep

Appreciate

Used to
Addicted to
Accustomed to
With a view to
Look forward to



Recent studies show people’s views on social
inequality like (A)/ how they think and act on
environmental issues, which (B)/ helped the
psychologists find a better way to persuade people
save the planet. (C)

(1) Only C
(2) Both A and C
(3) Only B
(4) Both B and C
(5) No error

Correct Answer



Attempt
Afford
Arrange
Appear
Allow
Advise

No use
Good use

Infinitive

To + V1

Happen
Forget
Hope
Intend
Manage
Prefer

Begin
Chance
Choose
Dare
Need
Hesitate

Persuade
Require
Instruct
Remind
Forbid
Invite



The comedian enthralled everybody (A)/ with
his quick witty as he had chosen (B)/ just the
right topic to warm up to the crowd. (C)

The European nations have become one of (A)/
the favourite destinations of (B)/ the Indian
students seek specialised knowledge and
training. (C)

Ans (1)- B use ‘wit’ instead of ‘witty’

Ans (2)- C use ‘seeking’ instead of ‘seek’



Many organizations have been (A)/ offering
attractive incentives to their (B)/ employees in
an attempt to boost employee retention. (C)

In about five minutes, they would cover (A)/ the
distance from the road to (B)/ the point where
the waves would begin lick their feet. (C)

Ans (1)- C use ‘employee’s retention’

Ans (2)- C use ‘licking’ instead of ‘lick’



Three conditions critical for (A)/ growing plants
are soil, temperature and (B)/ chemical balance
or amount of moisture. (C)

The committee will discuss (A)/ the draft in
detail and make (B)/ proper implementing of
the scheme. (C)

Ans (1)- A use ‘critical conditions’

Ans (2)- C use ‘implementation’



The reason behind his (A)/ success in the recent
past is due to (B)/ hard work and presence of
mind. (C)

The devastating experiences (A)/ of many wars
taught some countries (B)/ the necessary of
pursuing peace at the expense of nationalist
egos. (C)

Ans (1)- B remove ‘due to’

Ans (2)- C use ‘necessity’



It was me who (A)/ was responsible for making
all the arrangements (B)/ for the successful
completion of his studies. (C)

The authorities have issued show cause (A)/
notices to some insurance companies seeking its
explanation (B)/ for not complying with certain
norms. (C)

Ans (1)- A use ‘I’ instead of ‘me’

Ans (2)- B use ‘their’ instead of ‘its’



The police have found (A)/ the body of a man
who they believe to be the (B)/ prime suspect in
a murder case. (C)

The actor loves to think (A)/ never enjoys stick
to one kind of role (B)/ and finds it difficult to
fulfill everyone’s expectations. (C)

Ans (1)- B use ‘whom’ instead of ‘who’

Ans (2)- B use ‘sticking’ instead of ‘stick’




